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Abstract
Secondary breakup of Newtonian droplet into continuous air jet was numerically
studied. A coupled Large Eddy Simulation (LES)/ Volume of Fluid (VOF) technique was
used in this investigation. Dynamic adaptive mesh was also employed. To this end, the
open source CFD package, OpenFOAM, was used to perform the numerical study and
was modified to meet the needs of the problem. In order to reduce the error, resulting
from the spurious currents, Laplacian smoothing filter was used, which transforms the
volume fraction into a smoother volume fraction. This filtering process also helped to
obtain a sharp fluid interface. The smoothing has qualitatively and quantitatively
improved the simulation results in bag breakup regime. Comparing the results of the
RNG k-ε turbulence model and LES model showed the great influence of LES model to
improve results. The detailed physics of two different breakup regimes, i.e. bag and
multimode (streamer) were investigated. The numerical drop breakup regimes showed
appropriate agreement with experimental observation. According to the analogy
between the secondary and primary atomization, the outcomes can be used for
development of the atomization models.
Keywords: Secondary Breakup of Newtonian Droplet, VOF/LES, Bag and Multimode
Regimes, OpenFoam

1. Introduction∗
Atomization involves the conversion of fluid
jet into a dispersion of fine droplets to form a
spray. It comprises primary and secondary
atomization stages [1]. Primary atomization,
leads in the first few diameters from the
nozzle exit, where the liquid jet displays
large-scale coherent structure interaction
with gas phase [2]. In secondary atomization,
aerodynamic forces and surface turbulence
break down the ligaments to even smaller
droplets. Since atomization mainly aims to

achieve the desired droplet size distribution,
it is critical to identify conditions and factors
affecting droplet size. On the other hand,
atomization has applications in a wide
variety of industrial fields such as the
combustion process [2], coating, agriculture,
polymer industry [1], and liquid-liquid
extraction [2]. Therefore, determination of
factors influencing droplet size and
disintegration of ligaments into droplets will
play a vital role in increasing industrial
efficiency and reducing costs. Moreover, in
presence of a high velocity fluid adjacent to
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the jet, droplet and jet breakups are very
similar [3-4]. The breakup regimes of a
round liquid jet in gaseous crossflow have a
good analogy with those of a single drop in
uniform gaseous flow [5]. Secondary
breakup can be evaluated through three
experimental methods including collision of
a high velocity continuous jet with fluid
ligament, using the shock wave generated by
bursting the diaphragm of a shock tube, and
vertical movement of the droplet by the
gravitational force[1]. Owing to the results of
such experiments, shape change and
secondary breakup of the droplets can now
be described in terms of two dimensionless
parameters called Weber number (Wed) and
Ohnesorge number (Oh) [2]. Wed is defined
as the ratio of inertial forces to surface
tension forces:

ρ g u g2 D0
Wed =
σ

(1)

Where, ρg, D0, ug, and σ are gas phase
density, initial droplet diameter, gas velocity,
and surface tension, respectively. Oh is
expressed as the ratio of viscous forces to
surface tension and inertial forces:

Oh =

μd
ρ dσD0

(2)

Where, ρd and µd are droplet density and
viscosity, respectively. Experimental regimes
of the secondary breakup of droplets with
Oh < 0.1 (non-viscous) are shown in Fig.
1(a) [1]. As seen, with Wed < 12, the droplet
vibrates and splits after a relatively long time
compared to other mechanisms. When 20 <
Wed< 50, the droplet transforms from a
spherical shape into one or several
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overlapping bags and breaks up first from the
inside and then from the basal rim. Different
mechanisms such as bag stamen, sheet
thinning, and shear have been suggested
based on the various shapes created in this
range [6-7]. Bag breakup occurs at low Wed.
Therefore, minimal energy is needed to
achieve secondary atomization. For this
reason, bag breakup is perhaps the most
important mode, and the Wed marking the
start of bag breakup has been termed the
critical Weber number, Wedc[2]. When
50 < Wed>1000, the droplet takes the shape
of a saucer whose edges are in the opposite
direction of the flow. Breakup will then
begin from the indented edges of the saucer.
At this stage, increased Wed will be
associated with further indentation of the
saucer toward its center. Finally, when Wed >
1000, the saucer will be divided into three
parts which will each then break up into
smaller droplets based on Rayleigh-Taylor
instability. However, the mentioned ranges of
Wed are not fixed and changes in various
mechanisms may gradually occur [1].
According to Figs. 1 (b), the comparison of
primary and secondary breakup regimens
revealed that the bag, shear, and catastrophic
breakup regimens of the secondary breakup
were largely analogous to liquid jet in
gaseous crossflow in terms of the range of
critical Weber number. However, it should
be noted that the gas velocity was replaced
with the velocity of liquid jet in Weber
number for jet. The analogy between the
primary and the secondary breakup
associated with the dimensionless Weber
number, and similar phenomena in droplet
and jet would occur when the proportion of
inertial forces was close to the proportion
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surface tension [3-5]. Whhen Ohnessorge
numberr is greater than 0.1, or spray liiquid
has nonn-Newtoniaan properties, the criitical
Weber numbers of
o the secoondary breaakup
regimenns do not obey
o
the vaalues show
wn in
Fig. 1(a), and boorderline Weber
W
num
mbers
obey thhe value of Ohnesorge number. Under
U
such a condition,
c
u
using
the annalogy betw
ween
the prim
mary and seecondary breakup
b
andd the
informaation on the seconndary breaakup
phenom
menon wouuld be an
a
approppriate
strategyy for adjustting the coonditions off the
process to reach finer
f
dropleets. Due too the
presence of spatiall and tempooral constraaints,
the exxact mecchanisms of geom
metric
deformaation of mooving dropllets in diffeerent
regimess have not
n
been experimenntally
clarifiedd [7]. Considering the exissting
limitatioons, numerrical analyysis techniqques,
e.g. the volume of fluid (VOF
F) [7-10] caan be
used too determinee the causees of seconndary
breakupp and to control
c
thee phenomeenon.
Meanwhhile, experrts have inttroduced direct
d
numericcal solution based on thhe VOF meethod
as the best techhnique for simulationn of
droplet deformatioon and breaakup [1, 7]]. In

th
his methood, the sppecies tran
nsport andd
conservation
c
n equations are solved to track thee
free
f
surfacee between tw
wo immiscible phasess
and
a
to deteermine valuue of each
h phase inn
computation
c
nal cells [111]. In recentt years, thiss
method
m
hass been useed to inveestigate thee
deformation
d
n and breeakup of Newtoniann
droplets
d
in unidirectioonal flows, as in thee
vertical
v
mottion test whhere the rattio betweenn
th
he densitiess of the twoo phases is assumed too
be
b less than 10 [7, 9]. D
Despite the advantagess
of
o the VOF
F method, ssuch as sattisfying thee
conditions
c
o conservattion of masss in solvingg
of
conservation
c
n of maass and momentum
m
equation,
e
a
an
unphyssical curreent calledd
parasitic
p
orr spurious current iss a majorr
challenge
c
too the method, especiallly when thee
ratio
r
betweeen the densiity of the tw
wo phases iss
high
h
[12].Inn the mom
mentum equ
uation, thee
current
c
is generated
g
ffrom determ
mination off
th
he magnituude of curvvature at thee interface..
The
T
appliccation of the adaptive meshh
refinement
r
[13], subgrid-scale (in Largee
Eddy
E
simullation) [144], and sm
moothing off
volume
v
fracction [15] m
methods wiill decreasee
th
he magnitude of this cuurrent.

Bag

M
Mulitimode

Shear

(a)
(b
b)
F
Figure
1. (a) Secondary
S
drooplet breakup regimes
r
[2], (bb) breakup reggimes
off one round liqquid jet in gasseous crossfloow [5].
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To the best of our knowledge, no
comprehensive analysis of droplet breakup in
airstream with a density ratio of greater than
60 and under continuous jet conditions has
been previously performed. A high density
ratio will lead to unstable numerical solution
at the interface with high deformation, and
large cell dimensions [16]. Evaluating such
circumstances is essential when the
assumption of low density ratio cannot be
satisfied. Further experimental data are
needed to address the accuracy of these
simulations in low density ratio [1]. The
advantage of using continuous jet method in
studying the secondary breakup phenomenon
against other methods is also its simplicity
and the possibility to accurately record the
information on how a droplet moves in the
continuous flow of gas. Simulation of the
secondary breakup of the droplet in the shock
tube experiment faces problems in analyzing
the accuracy of results due to the sudden
generation of the shock wave and lack of
accurate information on the path and velocity
of the droplet.
The present study used the Laplacian
smoothing technique [15] to reduce parasitic
current in the LES/VOF method with
adaptive dynamic mesh. It also assessed the
effects of this technique on simulation of
VOF by a series of tests on the new solver.
Bag and multimode regimes of secondary
breakup of Newtonian droplets under
continuous jet conditions and high density
ratio between the two phases were then
evaluated.

considering a set of equations, comprising
the conservation of mass and momentum
equations, for both phases. These equations
relate to each phase through its volume
fraction (α) [16]:

2. Governing equations

In order to reduce the parasitic current in the
VOF method and to ensure the correct
calculation of interface curvature in equation
(7), Lafaurie et al. [18] suggested volume

2-1. VOF method

The VOF method locates the interface of two
immiscible, incompressible phases by
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∇u = 0

(3)

⎛ ∂ρ ( x, t )u
⎞
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρ ( x, t )uu ) ⎟ = −∇p +
⎜
∂t
⎝
⎠
T
ρg + ∇ ⋅ ( μ ( x, t )[∇u + ∇u ]) +

(4)

∫ σκ ′n′δ (x − x′)dS

S (t )

⎛ ∂α
⎞
+ ∇ (uα ) ⎟ + ∇.[u rα (1 − α )] = 0
⎜
⎝ ∂t
⎠

(5)

Where u(ux, uy, uz), p, g, µ, and ρ are the
velocity
vector,
dynamic
pressure,
gravitational acceleration, dynamic viscosity,
and density, respectively. Moreover, α(x,t) is
the volume fraction of the fluid phase and
can range between zero (for cells filled with
gas) and one (for cells filled with fluid) at the
interface. The continuum surface force (CSF)
method suggested by Brackbill et al. [17]
describes the effects of surface tension as a
continuous transient volumetric force:

∫ σ κ ′n ′δ ( x − x ′) dS

≈ σκ ∇ α

(6)

S (t )

Where κ is interface curvature.

⎛ ∇α~
~
⎝ ∇α

κ = ∇ ⋅ ⎜⎜

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(7)
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fraction (α) be replaced with its smoothed
value ( α~ ) based on the Laplacian filter [15].
In this method, the volume fraction of a
limited region of the interface is smoothed.
n

α~ p =

∑α
f =1
n

f

∑S
f =1

Sf

(8)

ψ = αψ l + (1 − α )ψ g

(10)

Where g and l represent gas and liquid
phases, respectively. The above-mentioned
equations were solved with the finitevolume-based open source code OpenFOAM
on co-located grids [11].

f

Where p, f, αf and Sf are cell index, surface
index, linear interpolated volume fraction at
the center of the cell surface, and cell surface
area, respectively. In this method, the volume
fraction in each cell is interpolated with the
volume fraction of its neighbor cell (average
value) and multiplied by the area of their
intermediate cell, and the obtained value
would be in the summation of the numerator
of the Equation (8).
Since we evaluated a diffuse interface which
is a 2-3-cell-thick region, instead of a line,
the relative velocity of gas and liquid phases
(ur) was added to equation (5) to reduce the
thickness of the interface and thus enhance
its clarity [16]. The compressed term of the
interface in equation (5) is only activated in
the interface region. Now, ur can be
calculated as:

ur = min[Cα u , max( u )]

∇α
∇α

(9)

Where Cα is the interface compression
constant ranging from zero to four [16]. In
the current study, Cα was assumed to be 1
[15]. In the VOF method, physical properties,
e.g. viscosity and density (ψ), in each
computational cell depend on α in that
position [17]:

2-2. Initial boundary conditions, solution and
analysis of data

In order to analyze droplet breakup, the
computational area was defined as in Fig. 2
(a). As seen, the droplet with the initial
diameter, D0, and initial vertical velocity, V0,
collides with and enters the air jet flowing at
velocity ug in x+ direction. The above region
of the air jet has been assumed to account for
initial deformation of droplet due to collision
with air jet and passing through the mixing
layer. Atmospheric pressure was assumed to
be present in all walls of Fig. 2 (a), except
x=0. Since the computational area was much
larger than the droplet, a new smoothed
dynamic solver referred to as smooth
InterDyMFoam was used after modification
to improve the smoothness of the gas–liquid
interface. In the applied method, cells were
smaller where high flow gradient was present
(such as at the interface). The reduction in
cell size at the interface was considered as
two. Fig. 2 (b) depicts cell breakup at the
interface on a two-dimensional plate
(z=3.5D0). In order to take grid motion and
deformation, finite volume discretization was
performed according to the arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method [13]. For
effectively capturing the transient flow field
and to extract a highly complex multiphase,
LES (Large Eddy Simulation) strategy is
exercised [19], additionally it has effects on
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eliminationn of parasittic flow [144]. It shoulld
also be mentioned
m
thhat in OpennFOAM, thhe
high dennsity ratio problem has beeen
eliminated by interppolating thhe predicteed
velocity field
fi
to thee cell facees [16]. Thhe
VOF–LES equationns are deerived from
m
Equation (4) by filltering the momentum
m
equations to separaate the veelocity fielld
containing the large-scale compoonents, whicch
is achieveed by filterring the veelocity fieldd.
Using thee one dim
mensional notation,
n
thhe
filtering veelocity is deefined as

u(x) = ∫ G(x,
G x1 )u(x1 )dx
) 1

(111)

where G(xx, x1) is the localized
l
fuunction of thhe
filter kerneel. The eddyy sizes are identified by
b
using a leength scalee, Δ, in which
w
eddiees
larger thann Δ are rougghly consideered as largge
eddies andd are resolvved. The filttering of thhe
convectionn term in thhe momentuum equatioon
creates diffficulties in LES modeeling becausse
of its non--linearity. Known
K
as subgrid
s
scalle
(SGS) streess, this typpe representts the effectts
of the unreesolved sm
mall scales of
o turbulencce
and is giveen by
(12)
τsgs = uu − u u

(a)

SGS
S stress muust be modeeled. In thee present
worrk, the one-eequation edddy viscositty model
(oneeEqEddy) with
w the cuubic root off volume
set as filter width
w
was used owin
ng to its
reassonable ressults [19]. As the ressults are
senssitive to time stepps when Courant
num
mbers are grreater than 0.2, we considered
Cou
urant numbber equal to 0.15 in all
calcculations [16]. After the calcu
ulations,
imp
portant paarameters for quaantitative
evalluation of the
t results including center
c
of
masss trajectorry (XCM) [[20], Sauteer mean
diam
meter (SMD
D) [21] weree described through
equations 13-144, respectivvely.
n − cell

∑ αvool

x

cell cell

X CMM =

1
n − cell

∑ voll

(13)

cell

α

1

n − cell

∑ αvol

cell

SMD
MD = 6 n −cell1

∑ ∇α vol

(14)

cell

1

nter and
Wheere xcell annd volcell aare the cen
volu
ume of the cell,
c
respecttively.

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Computaational domainn and boundarry conditions (b)
( a frame shhowing
the adaptive local refined
r
grid in
n z = 5D0 planne.
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3. Num
merical resu
ults

3-2.
3 A 2D drroplet in a voortical flow field

3-1. A sttatic droplett in a quiesccent fluid

As
A a secondd test of thee smoothing
g algorithm,,
th
he stretchinng and thinnning of a 2D
D object inn
a vortical flow field waas simulated. This testt
is aimed at evaluatingg the capability of thee
solver
s
in handling severe deeformationss
without
w
caussing erroneoous numericcal breakupp
[16].
Initially
I
a circle
c
with a diameterr of 0.15 iss
placed
p
at (0.5, 0.75) in a 1×1 squaare domain,,
th
he test was performed with level of
o velocity

The exaample of sttatic droplett in a quiesscent
fluid wiithout the force
f
of graavity (g=0) was
used to determine the quantiitative effecct of
smoothiing volum
me fractionn on spurrious
current based on Fig.
F 3. The example
e
is used
u
to exam
mine the acccuracy of diifferent analysis
methodss of two-phhase flow [115, 18]. In such
conditioons, the drooplet shouldd not physiccally
move in
i any wayy over tim
me. Due to the
difficultties with deetermining the
t curvaturre of
interface and calcuulating the gradient off the
volume fraction, Equationn (4) is not
converteed to Youung-Laplacee equation, and
the spurrious currennt appears as
a the amounnt of
velocityy in the momentum
m
m equation. To
simulatee the exam
mple, dimeensions off the
computaation domain was speccified accorrding
to Fig. 3 (a) 5D0×5D
× 0×5D0, and the drooplet
was plaaced in thee center off the cube. The
results of changinng dimensionless veloocity
that is similar
s
to thhe dimensioonless capillary
numberr of the paarasitic currrent are shhown
based onn the dimennsionless tim
me in Fig. 3 (b).
As it is observed, smoothing with Laplaacian
filter redduced parassitic currentt by one-thirrd.

u x = sin 2 (π .x) sin( 2π . y ) cos(π .t / T )
u y = − sin 2 (π . y ) sin( 2π .x) cos(π .t / T )

(15))

This
T velocitty field defoorms the dro
oplet into a
th
hin spiralinng ligamennt, which reaches itss
maximum
m
d
deformation
at t = T/2. As seen inn
Fig.
F
4, thhe smootheed simulattion resultt
depicted
d
moore continuuous deform
mation andd
was
w closer to
t the phase field metthod resultss
[22] comppared witth the unsmoothed
u
d
simulation
s
r
results.

Smoothed
S
U
Unsmoothed

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Computatioonal domain of
o a static drop
plet in a quiescent fluid, (b)) Correspondin
ng
time tracees of the dimennsionless mag
gnitude of paraasitic currentss.
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Smoothed

Unsmootheed

Phasee field method [22]

Figure 4. Cirrcle undergoinng deformatio
on in a vortex at t = T/6.

3-3. Grid in
ndependenccy and validaation

Ethanol drops
d
in air
a were evaluated
e
t
to
identify different
d
r
regimes
off secondarry
droplet breeakup [23]. Droplets off 2.33 mm in
i
diameter with
w
physiccal properties presenteed
in Table 1 collide withh a continuoous air jet. In
I
order to assess the independeence of thhe
solution frrom the com
mputational grid, D0/100,
D0/14, andd D0/20 sizzes were coonsidered foor
Wed = 13 and the com
mputationall area in Figg.
1 (a). Thee temporal growth off drop crosssstream dim
mension raatio (dcro/D0) [10] waas
determinedd accordinng to Fig. 5. Thhe
numerical simulationn shows, with
w
a coarsse
grid (D0/100) resulted in an unrelliable dcro/D
D0
ratio. In cases
c
D0/14, and D0/20, due to
t
effects off the dropllet penetraation in thhe
mixing layyer, the vertical
v
defformation of
o
droplets att the first stage
s
(t < 0.004s)
0
werre
grid-depenndent, and the
t scales of
o the dcro/D
D0
ratio weree on the saame order for the tw
wo
cases. Theerefore, thee numericaal simulatioon
used case D0/14 to reduce thee calculatioon
time. The results obttained from
m simulationns
with Wed = 13 and We
W d = 22 weere compareed
with the findings of dropllet breakuup
experimentts [23, 10] in whhich dropleet
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morrphology annd locationn at differen
nt times
werre assessedd using sshadowgrap
phy and
partticle image velocimetry
v
y [23].
Tablle 1. Ethannol physical properties [23] and
summ
mary of other parameters foor simulationss.
ρl(K
Kg/m3)
789
7

σ
(mN//m)
0.02223

µl
(Pa.s)
0.0012

Wed

Oh

Re

13
22

0.006
6
0.006
6

1500
1950

Figu
ure 5. Tempporal growth of drop cro
oss-stream
(dcro/D
/ 0) dimensioon predicted onn the three griids.

Thee results off comparisoons are dep
picted in
Figss. 6-7. As it
i is shown,, when Wed = 13, a

I
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bag brreakup reggime was presented and
smoothiing led too the form
mation of more
m
stable and
a symmettrical bags. Moreover,, the
initial droplet
d
defoormation stage (the firrst 4
ms) andd the deform
mation of thhe droplet innto a
saucer were highlly similar to
t the recoorded
experim
mental imagges, morphoologically (F
Figs.
6 (a), 7((a)). In otheer words, from the mom
ment
of bagg formationn until baag breakupp in

simulations,
s
, the smoothed simu
ulated andd
experimente
e
ed results w
were consisteent (0.008 s
< t < 0.00988 s, Fig. 7(b))).
In
I the devellopment of the bag, thee simulatedd
results
r
diffeered from thhe real exp
periment. Inn
simulations,
s
, the parasittic flow intrrinsic to thee
VOF
V
methhod causedd non-phy
ysical bagg
breakup,
b
redduced pressuure on the front
f
of the

(b)

(a)

Figure 6. Comparisson of numericcal and experiimental resultts [23, 10] for ethanol dropllets (a) 3D illu
ustration of
p
predicted
bag (We = 13) and (b) sheet-thiinning (We = 22) breakup, air flow direcction = left to right.
r

(
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Coomparison bettween the expperimental[23]] and numerical results, (a) Mean trajecto
ory,
(b) Horizzontal velocityy for bag breakkup, (c) smoo
othing effects on
o morphologgy, Wed = 13.
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droplet, and thus decreased the horizontal
distance travelled by the droplet (Fig. 7 (a)).
As seen in Fig. 7 (c), although breakup was
delayed by smoothing, the remaining
parasitic flow resulted in non-physical
breakup, reduced the horizontal distance
moved by the droplet, and finally lowered
droplet velocity (Fig. 7 (b)). However, the
smoothness did not have the improving
effects on drop horizontal velocity at
deformation stage and before bag formation
(t < 0.008 s). On the other hand, the
dimensions of the computational grid were
also responsible for the differences between
simulated and experimented results. In fact,
holographic test results suggested the
thickness of the droplet bag in the air was
equal to the droplet’s initial diameter
multiplied by 0.04 [24]. Therefore, accurate
simulation of this phenomenon required the
number of initial dynamic computational
cells for the initial diameter to be at least
100. Nevertheless, solving such a
computational grid is rather difficult due to
the existing hardware limitations. In addition,
in the VOF method, severe reduction in the
dimensions of computational cells is
associated with a substantial increment in the
parasitic flow [12]. Meanwhile, smoothing
delayed bag breakup by 0.8 millisecond and
also increased its depth. Consequently, the
pressure on the front of the bag was
maintained for a longer time and maximum
horizontal velocity error decreased by 20%.
Moreover, the center of mass of the droplet
was determined based on the results of
experimental shadowgraphy [23] in which
two-dimensional images are recorded.
Experimental studies [24-25] have calculated
the volumetric ratio of basal ring (Fig. 6(b),
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10 ms) to the droplet as 84%-92%. Such
conditions have led to a minimum average
error of -20% in experimental studies of
droplet location from the beginning of bag
formation (Fig. 7(a)). Incorporating this error
in comparisons between experimental and
simulation results would draw the simulated
and experimental results in Figs. 7 (a, b)
closer. Similar results were obtained in case
of Wed = 22 (Fig. 6(b)). According to the
droplet breakup pattern in Fig. 1(a), droplet
breakup in this region followed a streamer
(multimode) regime. In this regime, the
stamen completely hinders part of the bag
from developing and forms a multi-bag with
a central stamen structure. The thickness of
each bag was similar to that in the bag
breakup regime. Likewise, the presence of
large cells (compared to bag thickness) and
errors in interface detection reduced the
accuracy of simulation in predicting droplet
shape.
Following the deformation of the droplet, the
volume to surface ratio and SMD change.
Experimental relationships for determining
SMD in bag breakup regime depend on
Weber number [26].

WeSMD = 0.7377Wed

2/3

(16)

Table 2. The error of the final SMD/D0 ratio.

Case

Error

Wed=13(smoothed)

0.06

Wed=13(unsmoothed)

0.31

Wed= 22(smoothed)

0.04
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Where, WeSMD is Wed with SMD value
instead of the initial droplet diameter. Hence,
the final ratio of SMD to the initial diameter
would be 0.317 for Wed= 13. The results of
the error of the final ratio of SMD/D0 are
shown in Table 2. As seen, SMD at the final
breakup time according to Equation(14), was
0.333 times initial diameter in the smoothed
case and 0.426 times initial diameter in the
unsmoothed case for Wed = 13. Obviously,
smoothing improved final SMD value
compared to its experimental value.
3-4. Turbulent model effects

The analysis of turbulent flows to determine
mean velocity and value of fluctuations is
generally performed on two perspectives of
temporal averaging and spatial filtering of
Navier-Stokes equations [2]. Unlike the
temporal averaging (within a specific time),
averaging is carried out for a specific spatial
range in the filtering process shown in
Equation (11). The priority of the first
method in solving simple flows with limited
deformation is its higher computational
speed. Whereas in instantaneous flows where
fast and instantaneous temporal changes
occur in the direction of the flows and in
two-phase conditions accompanied with
breakup, the use of the second method is
more appropriate due to its higher impact on
the quality of results [14]. In this section,
results of simulation using time-averaged
turbulence model RNG k-ε [27] were
compared to the results of the simulation
performed for the droplet breakup in the
Weber number 13 using the one-equation
turbulence model for large eddy simulations
(Fig. 8). According to the results, the
turbulence model had little impact on

computing the center-of-mass position of the
droplet (Fig. 8a), while the temporal
functionality of the droplet’s velocity droplet
and morphology largely obeyed the type of
turbulence model. Based on the results of
RNG k-ε method, the droplet breakup regime
was in the vibration regime, while regarding
[23], the breakup regime in such a Weber
number conformed to the bag breakup
regime. Results of computing with LES
turbulence model predicted the regime.
Results obtained from RNG k-ε turbulence
model showed the weakness of the model in
determining the type of breakup regime and
velocity of droplet center-of-mass. The use of
subgrid filter in the model for large eddy
simulations resulted in reduction of parasitic
current and computation of the vortexial flow
behind the droplet. Moreover, mean
instantaneous velocity can be determined in
the model for large eddy simulations [19].
Although the use of time-averaged
turbulence model reduced the time of
computations by 27% (152 h), the turbulence
model for large eddy simulations should be
used regarding the higher quality of its
results.
4. Conclusions
In this article, secondary breakup of
Newtonian ethanol droplet was studied in
continuous air flow. In this simulation with
high density ratio (641), Volume of Fluid
method was used in combination with oneequation large eddy simulation model in a
dynamic solution grid. The intrinsic spurious
flow in volume of fluid method was reduced
using Laplacian volume fraction averaging.
From the results in the test cases it can be
seen that smoothing method reduced the
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